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Worth While Work for Qualified Men

Senior and graduate students from all engineering courses are invited to confer with representatives of the Bell Telephone system, who will be at Technology on Wednesday, April 4th.

Opportunities will be presented in research and technical development, construction, engineering, supervision of telephone operations, accounts and finance, manufacturing, installation, sales and distribution.

The positions open for qualified men offer a wide choice of work and location in the nation-wide Bell System, which is composed of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, 17 Associated Operating Companies and the Western Electric Company.

FRIGID WEATHER DELAYS PRACTICES

Diamonds Need Repairs—York
Get Last Chance to Sign
Up for Class Baseballmen Today

Class baseball is expected to get a real start this afternoon at the first practice when the team that has almost called all the rest in order to tell them not to rush, and others in order that their qualifications can be discussed and an agreement reached.

J. C. Molinar ’22 Married

Registering her pleasure, wedding soon, seems to represent the popular candidate of Miss Gladys Theresa Horner and John Clement Molinar ’22, which took place at Harvard early in March. The couple are to make a visit of prediction for the Pratt-Whitney Company in Second. When Towcester, he won four scholarships, and a valuable S in crew.
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